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The accurate and efficient assessment of workload enables:
• the effective deployment of research personnel to support clinical trials
• even distribution of workload among staff
• Deploy strategies to prevent staff burnout and turnover

We have developed an objective, task-based acuity assessment tool that utilizes real-time data produced by our internally developed Clinical Trials Management Application (CTMA) to measure workload.

Background
The complexity scale covers:
• Research Nurses
• Data Coordinators
• Regulatory Specialists
• Quality Improvement & Safety Specialists
• 2,000 work hours (∓10%) per year is the benchmark goal per full-time equivalent (FTE)
• Study and patient assignment is adjusted based on the real-time assessment of this benchmark.

Implementation
• CTMA documents trial life cycle information study start up, execution and closure
• Information is linked to each staff member to accurately measure his/her workload.
• Real-time data is analyzed by a pre-designed algorithm that will automatically calculate time spent per task category.
• The data is analyzed and made available to management, and can be drilled down to the staff, disease center, and department level.

Goals
Our complexity assessment tool evaluates the time spent on various tasks including:
• study start up
• diagnostic testing requirements
• scheduling
• treatment day visits
• safety
• modifications
• data collection, entry & queries
• monitoring/audit
• administrative tasks.

Outcomes
• Accurately assess workload per employee based on existing patients and anticipated accruals
  • cumulative
  • completed vs anticipated
• Reassign patients or studies evenly among staff
• Reallocated FTEs within disease centers
• Use accurate task based workload assessment rather than number of open trials and accruals
• Provide real-time compliance that allows for prompt data completion
• Faster revenue realization
• Enable overall staffing and budgeting of trials
• Provides a foundation for higher level financial and efficiency analyses
• Hired schedulers to replace administrative duties of the research nurses

Future Directions
The complexity assessment can be used to assess a variety of activities based on the information compiled. Our center is conducting a comprehensive analysis of critical areas in clinical research including time to activation, cost outs, invoicing, query analysis, and regulatory tracking. Most importantly, transparent assessment of workload has resulted in increased employee satisfaction based on internal HR surveys.
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